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Perfection is in our DNA. It’s a never-ending quest. We are driven to 
deliver and inspired by the elite sporting culture we inhabit. We’ve refi ned 
our manufacturing techniques, discovered new fabrics, improved our 
designs and sought out extra performance where seemingly none 
existed before. Our philosophy is based on the four pillars of Fit, 
Performance, Comfort and Durability. Every garment is engineered to 
our highest standards. Designed for cyclists of any level. For those 

competing at the highest level, to those who do it purely for the sense 
of freedom that cycling provides. Santini is for those who value passion 
and appreciate attention to detail. For those who want to feel that 
rich heritage of cycling history wrapped up in a single garment. We’ll 
do what it takes to enable you to ride faster, further and longer, in 
unmatched style and comfort, while feeling that same burning passion 
that drives us to be the best. The best we can be.



Honesty. That’s what makes Santini special. All our collection 
garments have been produced in Italy since 1965.
We invest extensively in R&D to find fabrics and production 
techniques that will create a better cycling experience. We design 
every garment ourselves to fulfill our four brand promises - Fit, 
Performance, Comfort and Durability. So when you buy Santini, 
you’re buying a guarantee that each garment will fulfill its purpose 
for a lifetime of use. Whether that’s keeping you warm and dry in 
winter training, or cool, comfortable and aerodynamic while the 
summer racing.

That is our passion. This is our promise.

FIT. 
“We feel that great cycle clothing should fit so well that 

you don’t even notice it,” Monica Santini, Santini CEO.
At Santini we strive to create garments that fit like a 

“second skin”, it is what we are best known for.

DURABILITY. 
Santini Cycling Wear is Made in Italy by our highly skilled 

production staff with the highest quality materials.
Each garment undergoes vigorous quality controls and 

will last a lifetime.

PERFORMANCE. 
Santini is a technology pioneer and pro supplier. From 

our world class chamois technology to our materials 
research, our aim is to make sure that every Santini 

product provides you with maximum performance in the 
saddle.

COMFORT.
Each garment is in engineered to provide unsurpassed 

comfort in the saddle, from the materials selected to the 
strategic placement of each seam.

FOUR PROMISES DEFINE 
EACH AND EVERY SANTINI 

GARMENT

Why choose SANTINI
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The Santini clothing concept is to provide you with clothes 
you don’t even notice you’re wearing them. No effort, no 
distraction. Padding and compression that enables you to ride 
harder and longer without feeling discomfort. Aerodynamic, 
form-fitting designs that cut through the air in style. And will 
manage the elements of wind, water, sun and temperature 
without you needing to think about them. In this brochure you 
will find a selection of designs from which you can create your 
perfect cycling wardrobe. 

Now go out and ride.
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Choose a style and create your own unique look! Although the products in the collection are presented as sets, you can 
make your kit by matching any jersey with any bib-shorts in this catalogue. How? Both the men’s and women’s ranges 
follow three distinct colour combinations that you will fi nd in every garment. This will allow you to match two products even 
if they are not part of the same kit. Easy right? Now browse, select and match!

CHOOSE YOUR STYLE 
MATCH ANY TOP WITH ANY BOTTOM IN THE COLLECTION!

SOFFIO JERSEYORIGINE JERSEYALPI JERSEY STILE JERSEY

TONO JERSEYREDUX JERSEY SLEEK 99 JERSEY

REDUX
BIB-SHORTS

SLEEK 99
BIB-SHORTS

TONO
BIB-SHORTS

FASE
BIB-SHORTS

SCATTO
BIB-SHORTS

MATCH IT WITH ANY OF THE FOLLOWING BIB-SHORTS

MIX & MATCH

S/S 19 COLOURS COMBINATIONS

S/S 19 PATTERNS

NAUTICA BLUE / LIGHT BLUE

WHITE / BLACK

ARMY GREEN / FLUO ORANGE

BORDEAUX / BLACK

EXAMPLE OF A MIX & MATCH IN NT/AZ
NAUTICA BLUE / LIGHT BLUE
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AERO
LIGHT

Streamline your performance

AeroLight clothing will make you faster. Fact. Based on extensive research and testing, they will take 
your love for speed to new levels. With state-of-the-art, ultra-light materials and form-fitting construction, 
the aerodynamic advantage is maximized. At the same time, they ensure perfect breathability and UV 
protection for coolness on even the hottest days. Not to mention reinforced comfort from cutting-edge 
chamois design and anti-friction materials. It’s a winning combination in every sense.
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+18/+35

VE

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

NE NT+18/+35
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

AF

BR AZ NE

WIND 
TUNNEL 
TESTED
CAM LOCK ZIP

UPF +50

SLEEK
FIT

Soaks up the heat of summer with incredible lightness and breathability.  Lightweight, extremely aerodynamic and UV resistant (UPF 50+), Redux will keep you cool while 
you ride through the hottest heat waves.  Prey fabric construction with Flow fabric inserts are stretchable yet maintain compression in order to reduce the wrinkles and 
minimize “fl apping” even at high speeds. The structure of these fabrics is very compact with a large amount of very thin threads, in order to minimize the passage of the 
air fl ow trough the fi bres between the fabric and the skin. Thermowelding instead of stitching on back and cuffs creates perfect airtight seams that streamline the airfl ow 
around your body.  Instead of external pockets, it features a triple inner pouch with an almost invisible thermo-sealed laser cut opening.

Stick to your skin like a tattoo. Constructed from Thunderbike power fabric, with an internal silicon honeycomb grip covering the entire lower thigh, they adhere perfectly to 
the skin without constraining. The number of seams are minimised and there is no elastic at the bottom of the leg. 
Elasticated seamless braces are super-stretchy – perfect for any type of body, even the tallest riders. The Redux bib-shorts feature the innovative C3 chamois with protective 
shell, multiple-density padding and ergonomic 3D surface. Perfect together with the Redux jerseys, they are versatile and are easily matched with any jersey in the collection.

Soak up the summer heat

REDUX JERSEY
Your second skin

REDUX BIB-SHORTS
CODE: S9 942 75 REDUX

PERFECT FIT
Sidebands made from Thunderbike power 
fabric with silicon underside grip

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION
C3 chamois, with protective shell and 
ergonomic 3D surface

EXTREME COMFORT
Seamless elastic braces with breathable 
mesh on the back

ULTRA-COOLING DESIGN
Prey and Flow shuttle weaving fabrics are 
light, fast drying and UV resistant

SUPERB FIT
Elastic grip on the waistband and thermo-
welded cuffs

EXTREMELY AERODYNAMIC
Follows the contours of your body like a 
second skin. Fabrics chosen after extensive 
wind tunnel testing

CODE: S9 1075 C3 REDUX
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

AZ 

BR NE AF+18/+35

WIND 
TUNNEL 
TESTED

UPF +50

CAM LOCK ZIP

SLEEK
FIT

Faster than skin. This super aerodynamic road speed suit is constructed with the ultimate combination of performance fabrics. The upper section is made of Prey shuttle 
weaving fabric, lightweight, extremely aerodynamic and UV resistant (UPF 50+) with Flow inserts.Thermowelding instead of stitching on back and cuffs creates perfect 
airtight seams that streamline the airfl ow around your body.
The legs are made from Fitter, a compressive fabric that reduces muscle stress thanks to its slightly compressive effect. The perfect shape is maintained by elastic leg 
grippers with honeycomb silicone grips on the inside of the lower thigh. The top has a full zip that opens up completely, while the bottoms are fi nished on the front with an 
elasticated mesh breathable panel. Top and bottoms are attached only on the back and sides so you can enjoy the performance of a skinsuit with the comfort and versatility 
of a two piece.

Faster than skin

REDUX ROAD SKINSUIT
CODE: S9 769 C3 REDUX

PERFECT AERODYNAMICS
Aerodynamic construction thanks to the 
stretch woven fabrics engineered to reduce 
drag and non-slip silicon grip in the leg 
bands

LIGHT AND BREATHABLE 
Made from a combination of extremely 
lightweight and UV resistant (UPF 50+) 
fabrics

SUPER COMFORT
State of art C3 chamois from multi layered 
foam, breathable layers and gel inserts
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+18/+35

NE

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

+18/+35SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

DEVELOPED WITHELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

NE

VE

DEVELOPED WITH

CAM LOCK ZIP

UPF +50

UPF +50

SLEEK
FIT

Short sleeve jersey, aero Sleek fi t, made with the innovative Prey fabric on front and in highly breathable and lightweight Prey  on back, sleeves, neck and central pocket. 
The side pockets are made from Rock fabric, a lightweight extra breathable mesh. Front reverse coil zip for greater ventilation. French collar and jacquard elastic band at the 
rear bottom of the jersey ensure it stays in position at all times. Triple back pocket. Developed in collaboration with World Tour Team Trek Segafredo rider Eugenio Alafaci.

Glide through the air. Pro level aero bib-shorts, the perfect match for the Genio jersey. Made with the innovative Fitter fabric and tailored for an aerodynamic fi t. They feature 
elastic braces that provide a secure fi t for even the tallest of cyclists. The back is in a soft and breathable mesh. The bib-shorts stay in position thanks to the raw cut 
elasticated band with inner silicone gripper on the bottom of the leg. Complete with the C3 chamois, our top of the range padding for maximum protection. Developed in 
collaboration with World Tour Team Trek Segafredo rider Eugenio Alafaci

CODE: SP 1078 C3 GENIO

The breathable aero solution

GENIO JERSEY
Glide through the air

GENIO BIB-SHORTS
CODE: S9 947 75 GENIO

EXTREMELEY AERODYNAMIC
Fits like a second skin

INSPIRED BY THE PROS
Developed in collaboration with World Tour 
Team Trek Segafredo rider Eugenio Alafaci

EXTRA SPACE
To store everything you need

EXTREMELY AERODYNAMIC
Made with the innovative Fitter shuttle 
weaving compressing fabric

INSPIRED BY THE PROS
Developed in collaboration with World Tour 
Team Trek - Segafredo rider Eugenio Alafaci

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION
C3 chamois, with protective shell and 
ergonomic 3D surface
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

AZ

AF NE BR+18/+35

AS SEEN ON

CAM LOCK ZIP

SLEEK
FIT

Cut through the air. High performance road skinsuit, developed in collaboration with pro rider Eugenio Alafaci and used by World Tour Team Trek Segafredo. Engineered 
from a combination of lightweight Rudy fabric and tight-fi tting Bodyfi t fabric. Thunderbike Power fabric on the frontal section helps reduce muscle strain during rides with 
its unique compressive effects. A secure fi t is assured with a raw cut elasticated band and inner silicone gripper at the bottom of the leg. Complete with the C3 chamois for 
extreme comfort on the saddle even during the longest of rides. A Spider mesh on the front ensures breathability with the zippered front opening ensuring supreme ease 
of use.

Make every watt count

GENIO ROAD SKINSUIT
CODE: S9 802 C3 GENIO

FASTER THAN SKIN
Constructed with the ultimate combination 
of performance fabrics

SUPER COMFORT
C3 chamois, with protective shell and 
ergonomical 3D surface

EXTREMELY AERODYNAMIC
Follows the contours of your body like a 
second skin.
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+18/+35
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

VE

+18/+35

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

BR BR

NE NT VE AZNE
CUSTOMIZABLE

CUSTOMIZABLE

CAM LOCK ZIP

SLEEK
FIT

Cut for speed. The extremely aerodynamic Sleek 99 jersey sets new standards in aero design for a road jersey. With the front, sides and back pockets made from Rudy fabric. 
Extreme breathability guaranteed. The sleeves and back are in Bodyfi t, incredibly light and strong, at just 90g per square meter. 
The collar cut is inspired by Santini’s aero speed suit designs. Enjoy a tight, secure fi t thanks to the elastic silicone grip at the bottom which ensures the jersey stays in 
position.

Performance-enhancing bib-shorts. Designed with a superb form-fi tting cut. Made from Thunderbike Power, a powerful fabric that actually reduces muscle stress thanks 
to its slightly compressive effect. The Sleek 99 bibs structure has been designed around the GITevo chamois with Twist gel core for incredible performance, even over long 
distances. The mesh bibs with Y back cut  guarantee maximum comfort and breathability.  Elastic leg grippers with a honeycomb silicone grip on the inner lower thigh 
ensure a fi rm fi t without constraining the leg.

CODE: S9 1075 GIT 99

MUSCLE COMPRESSION FABRIC
Sidebands made from Thunderbike Power 
compression fabric

ENHANCED COMFORT
Advanced GITevo chamois with Twist gel 
core

NON-CONSTRICTIVE
Silicon dots for gentle grip at the bottom of 
the legs

Cut for speed

SLEEK 99 JERSEY
Performance-enhancing bib-shorts

SLEEK 99 BIB-SHORTS
CODE: S9 942 75  99

EXTREMELY AERODYNAMIC
Fits like a second skin

TIGHT FIT
Elastic silicone grip at the bottom 

ULTRALIGHT CONSTRUCTION
Complete jersey weights just 120 gr*  

* “Weight of a size Medium jersey.
The average weight of a cycling jersey is 
300 gr”
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ELITE
Engineered for elite road performance

The garments in our Elite Collection are constructed from the most advanced fabrics ever made for sporting performance. 
Lightweight and breathable. Stretchable and comfortable. To wear them is to forget them. The Elite designs all have 
an anatomical cut that will conform perfectly to your body, without restricting you. This combination of materials and 
craftsmanship provide real aerodynamic advantages and ensure lasting comfort on even the longest rides. What’s more, 
they will go on performing long after competing garments have lost their shape and fallen apart.
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SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

AZ

AF BR BI
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+18/+35

AZ

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

AF BIBRCUSTOMIZABLE

+25/+40

CUSTOMIZABLE

CAM LOCK ZIP

SLEEK
FIT

When style meets performance. The Tono 2.0  is the perfect jersey to face very hot temperatures.  It is extremely light and breathable thanks to the  Sesia micro-mesh fabric 
on front and back. With raw cut sleeves in ultra-light Bodyfi t fabric for a superb fi t.  Large rear triple pocket ensures you can carry everything you need. Best combined with 
the Tono 2.0 matching bibs for maximum performance and a stylish look.

Taking comfort to new levels. Constructed from state-of-the-art Thunderbike Power and New Monica fabrics with minimal seams. A revolutionary design with honeycomb 
silicon grip on the inside of the shorts preferred over an elasticated fi nish. Results in a tight secure fi t which adheres evenly across your skin. The Nat chamois, with anti-
shock and ice-effect Next gel core keeps you cool and protected even after long hours spent in the saddle. The braces are seamless and super-elastic ensuring you avoid 
a constricted feel. Ideal for even the tallest riders.

Style and performance in the highest temperatures

TONO JERSEY
CODE: S9 940 75 TONO CODE: S9 1177 NAT TONO 

Taking comfort to new levels

TONO BIB-SHORTS

PERFECT FIT
Slim fi t and raw cut sleeves in Bodyfi t fabric

BREATHABLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT
Front and back in Sesia micromesh 
lightweight and incredibly breathable

TRIPLE REAR POCKET 
Easy storage and convenient access

PERFECT FIT
Sidebands made in Thunderbike Power 
fabric with built-in “tatoo effect” dotted 
silicon grip

COOLING CHAMOIS
New NAT chamois, with cooling technology 
and ergonomical  3D surface

EXTREME COMFORT
Elastic seamless braces, cling to the body 
without restriction
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Soar up the slopes in comfort

ALPI JERSEY
CODE: S9 940 75 ALPI

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

EXCELLENT FIT
Bottom elastic band with internal silicone 
gripper for a great fit

COMFORT AND PERFORMANCE
Maximum freedom of movement and 
comfort guaranteed

BREATHABLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT
Thanks to the special combination of 
Shantung and BodyFit fabrics

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

AF

BI BR AZ

+18/+35

CUSTOMIZABLE

CAM LOCK ZIP
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SLIM
FIT

Excellent jersey for every occasion. It provides great breathability, thermal regulation and comfort. Engineered with the extremely light and soft Think Opaco microfibre on 
the front and sides. The moisture-wicking Shantung fabric on the back ensures sweat quickly evaporates for maximum comfort. Raw cut sleeves made in ultra-light Body 
Fit fabric adhere to you like a second skin. Great  fit is assured thanks to the elongated back and elastic waistband and silicone gripper on the bottom. Includes a stylish full-
length frontal zipper and a triple back pocket to store everything you need for a day in the saddle. The design features  the cartographic map of the Alps and on the sleeve 
the quote from William Blake “Quando uomini e montagne si incontrano, grandi cose accadono.” (Great things are done when men and mountains meet.)



+10/+20
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

WIND PROTECTION

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

GR

CAM LOCK ZIP
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SLIM
FIT

The essential piece of kit for all-round core protection. Stay warm thanks to the Scudo fabric engineered for total wind protection. Race fit. Can be conveniently folded into 
its own zippered pocket and easily whipped out before a cold descent. Light, convenient and durable, the utimate addition to your kit. Finished with a reflective Santini logo 
on the back for added visibility.

The essential piece of kit for all-round core protection

SCUDO VEST
CODE: SP 542 75 SCUDO

LIGHT AS A FEATHER
Made with the incredibly light and windproof 
Scudo fabric

POCKETABLE
It can be easily folded into its own zippered 
pocket

HIGH VISIBILITY
Reflective Santini logo on the back for extra 
visibility on te road
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EVERYDAY COMFORT

Comfort and performance, every day of the year

For riders that take their training seriously. This category is extremely durable, constructed from materials that 
can survive hundreds of washing cycles and thousands of kilometres on the bike. While still providing comfort 
that goes on and on.
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CODE: S9 942 75 STILE

+18/+30
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

NE

NT AF

CAM LOCK ZIP
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SLIM
FIT

For that stylish classic look

STILE JERSEY

COMFORTABLE FIT
Classic cut suitable for all body types

BREATHABLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT
Constructed from Italia and Andorra fabrics

CONVENIENT STORAGE
Large triple back pocket to store everything 
you need

For that classic feel in a stylish design. Made in IItalia soft fabric, and enriched with melange Andorra fabric on the upper section. Engineered for supreme breathability with 
the chest band, front and back, in Think 505 fabric. With coloured piping on the upper left chest providing a unique eye-catching contrast with the jersey design. Complete 
with long reverse coil zip and triple back pocket to store everything you need. Reflective detail under the central back pocket for extra visibility from behind.



New levels of comfort and performance

MAGO 2.0 BIB-SHORTS
CODE: SP 1075  NAT MAGO2

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

Taking comfort and performance to a whole new level. Lightweight and durable, the Mago bib-shorts are made from the innovative Revolutional fabric. Experience supreme 
breathability thanks to the Eschler Beehive fabric on the sides. Complete with a Santini SMS logo on the back and reflective details for extra visibility. Featuring our best 
selling Nat pad made with  NEXT gel core ensuring comfort in the saddle on those long rides.

COMFORT AND BREATHABILITY
Breathable elastic Y shaped mesh braces

NAT CHAMOIS
With NEXT gel core provides a cooling effect 
and boosts circulation

PERFECT FIT
Elastic band with a silicone gripper designed 
to fit your leg and follow your movements

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

NE

+18/+35
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Sartorial design

ORIGINE JERSEY
CODE: S9 942 75 ORIG

+18/+35
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

TAILORED FIT
Multi panel construction for anatomical 
perfection

BREATHABLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT
Soft Andorra fabric for all day comfort

TRIPLE BLACK POCKET
Comfortably carried everything you need on 
the bike 

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

BR

AF AZ

CAM LOCK ZIP
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SLIM
FIT

Sartorial design. With its multi-panel construction and use of the special elasticated and breathable Andorra microfabric on the front and the back, this jersey will conform 
to the contours of your body like no other jersey. Maximising comfort, style and breathability. Sleeves, neck and frontal vertical band made from Artico, a super-cooling 
stretch-resistant fabric. The rear triple pocket, one zippered, has been carefully designed to seamlessly blend with the jersey design, while being large enough to store all 
you need to carry. With reverse coil frontal zipper to complete the seamless design.
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VE
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+18/+35
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

BREATHABILITY

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

ELASTICITY

AERODYNAMICS

NT BRCUSTOMIZABLE

CAM LOCK ZIP AS SEEN ON

CLASSIC
FIT

CODE: S9 545 75 FINE

WINDPROOF
Perfect to protect you from the wind

POCKETABLE DESIGN
Lightweight and can be stored in your jersey 
pocket

BREAATHABLE
Halfmoon mesh inserts on the back to 
improve ventilation

In-your-pocket convenience

FINE VEST

Lightweight and pocketable wind vest. Designed for absolute convenience. Can be easily stored in a jersey pocket until required. Available in several uniquely designed 
playful colour contrasts. Contains a coloured full frontal reverse coil zipper. Engineered for supreme protection from the wind on the front and sides with our Skin windproof 
fabric and with Halfmoon mesh on the back to improve ventilation. Includes rear pockets.
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Stay aerated this summer

SOFFIO JERSEY
CODE: S9 942 75 SOFFI

+18/+35
SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

COMFORTABLE FIT
Classic cut suitable for all body types

BREATHABLE AND LIGHTWEIGHT
Constructed from Silkiss Sahara mesh

CONVENIENT STORAGE
Large triple back pocket to store everything 
you need

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

NT

VEBI BR

CAM LOCK ZIP
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CLASSIC
FIT

Your hot summer extra breathable solution. Short sleeve jersey with a Classic comfortable fi t. In a lightweight Silkiss Sahara mesh, it’s the  perfect jersey for long training 
rides on hot summer days. Refl ective details on the back ensure extra safety in low light. Finished with a stylish full-length coloured reverse coil zip,  elasticate soft band on 
the cuffs and a convenient large triple back pocket for storage.
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CODE: S9 1075 GIT SCATT

+18/+35

AF

SIZE
XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL

BODY FITTING SUPPORT
Anatomical cut and Thunderbike Power 
Lycra provides light compression

ALL-DAY COMFORT
New GITevo chamois with anti-shock Twist 
Gel core

NON-CONSTRICTING GRIP
Soft elastic leg strap with non-slip grip 
lightly keeps the bibs in place

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

BR

Durable comfort you can count on

SCATTO BIB-SHORTS

CUSTOMIZABLE

Bestselling bib-shorts for long-lasting comfort. The Scatto bib-shorts are made of Lycra Thunderbike fabric that provides light graduated compression and excellent abrasion 
resistance. Exceptionally comfortable thanks to the anatomical cut and elastic grippers with non-slip grip on the legs. With breathable Spider mesh braces and Anti-shock 
GITevo chamois with Twist gel core. Engineered to perform again and again even over long distances. Reflective details on the back for improved visibility in low light 
conditions. Complete with discrete back pockets on the rear braces.
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We take pride in making the best cycling clothing for women 
available anywhere. We do countless hours of  research in 
order to find the best performing fabrics, and to create designs 
that fit all body types. We pay the utmost attention to every 
detail of every garment and use colours and patterns to add a 
touch of style to each pedal stroke. For our 2019 collection for 
women we teamed up with one of the best female riders of all 
times, the World Champion Lizzie Deignan. She brought her 
expertize and fashion sense to all the products in the collection 
and tested personally each one of them on the road and in a 
wide range of weather conditions to make sure they worked 
just perfect.

Now pick your favourite and ride with style!

WOMEN’S COLLECTION



RITMO JERSEYBRIO JERSEYVOLO JERSEY

LEGEND
BIB-SHORTS

VOLO
BIB-SHORTS

ALBA
SHORTS

RITMO
SHORTS
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PICK YOUR FAVOURITE JERSEY

 

FEATHER

INTRIGUE

PEACOCK EYE

Choose a style and create your own unique look! Although the products in the collection are presented as sets, you can 
make your kit by matching any jersey with any bib-shorts in this catalogue. How? Both the men’s and women’s ranges 
follow three distinct colour combinations that you will fi nd in every garment. This will allow you to match two products even 
if they are not part of the same kit. Easy right? Now browse, select and match!

CHOOSE YOUR STYLE 
MATCH ANY TOP WITH ANY BOTTOM IN THE COLLECTION!

MIX & MATCH

SS 19 COLOURS COMBINATIONS

SS 19 PATTERNS

NAUTICA BLUE / VENICE PURPLE

AUBERGINE / POWDER PINK

GRANADA RED / RED

PETROL / ACQUA

MATCH IT WITH ANY OF THE FOLLOWING BIB-SHORTS

EXAMPLE OF A MIX & MATCH IN VE/AC
PETROL / ACQUA



AERO
LIGHT

Speed never looked so good

Our Aero-Light garments are designed to make you faster. Made with the most advanced ultra light materials 
assembled to fit your body like a second skin. These garments offer the maximum aerodynamic advantage 
to boost your performance. Extreme breathability and UV protection are assured even on the hottest days.
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+18/+35 +18/+35SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL 

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

RS

NT NE
SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL 

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

CODE: SP 1063 C3W LEGEN

It’s all about the fi t

LEGEND BIB-SHORTS

MUSCLE COMPRESSION FABRIC
Constructed from compressive Legend 
fabric for greater support

ENHANCED COMFORT
C3 chamois for total protection
and lightness

ERGONOMIC FIT
Lycra braces and new “easy on”
closure system

CAM LOCK ZIP

NT

SLEEK
FIT

The innovative aero solution. Women’s short sleeve jersey in an aero fi t made from the breathable and lightweight Prey shuttle weaving fabric. Developed following Lizzie’s 
precious guidance.  A stylish solution, perfect for warm summer conditions and incredibly aero thanks to the fabric combination and upper body special cut.  Rear pockets  
made from the durable Rock fabric. French collar and jacquard elastic band at the bottom ensure the tight fi tting jersey stays in position for maximum comfort. Frontal 
reverse coil zipper allows for easy cooling on hotter days. 

EXTERMELY AERODYNAMIC
Fits like a second skin

ISPIRED BY A WORLD CHAMPION
Developed following Lizzie Deignan’s 
guidance

PERFECT FEMININE FIT
A stylish solution

Aero style

GENIO JERSEY
CODE: S9 954 75 GENIO

Superb fi t  bib-shorts, engineered with Legend fabric. The Legend fabric ensures gradient compression. This means that more oxygen is delivered to those hardworking 
thighs while increasing muscle stability and support during your cycling. Get the fi t! With an ergonomic cut developed starting from the tuck position, we’ve ensured that 
you’ve got the best fi tting bib-shorts on the market.  Lycra braces crossed on the chest with a special “hook” closure to make it easy to put on and take off the bib-shorts. 
The C3W chamois with 3D multiple density surface, ensures incredible comfort and maximum shock protection with a perfect fi t, because it adheres better to the body 
allowing freedom of movement. Lizzie suggests to use them for long rides.
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AC

NT RS RO+18/+35
SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL 

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

AS SEEN ON

CAM LOCK ZIP

SLEEK
FIT

The jersey engineered for champions. From the same cut as the Boels-Dolman women World Tour team , the Volo jersey provides breathable comfort in an aero design. With 
Rudy fabric on the front and sides for extreme breathability in the heat. Durable Bodyfi t fabric weighing only 90g per square meter on the sleeves ensures a lightweight 
jersey. The collar cut is inspired by Santini’s aero skinsuit designs. An elastic silicone grip at the bottom ensures a tight fi t and keeps the jersey in place. Colourful design 
evoking the theme of the Lizzie x Santini collection on the sleeves with a beautiful peacock pattern. Lizzie suggests to use them for long rides

EXTREMELY AERODYNAMIC
Fits like a second skin

INSPIRED BY THE PROS
Same cut of the Boels-Dolmans 
team jersey

ULTRALIGHT CONSTRUCTION
Complete jersey weights just 100g

Aero breathability

VOLO JERSEY
CODE: S9 940L 75 VOLO
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+18/+35

NE

NT
SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL 

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

Taking comfort to new levels. Constructed from state-of-the-art Thunderbike Power with minimal seams, the Volo bib-shorts are cutting-edge technology. The revolutionary 
design has no elastic at the bottom of the leg. Instead, the inside of the shorts are peppered with silicon honeycomb, so they adhere perfectly to your skin at every point. No 
pulling, no stretching. Butterfly laser cut braces on the back with elasticated mesh insert for perfect breathability. Complete with the C3W Chamois for supreme comfort and 
protection. Great match for the Lizzie x Santini Volo jersey.

CODE: S9 1062 C3W VOLO

Feel the Thunderbike power

VOLO BIB-SHORTS

MUSCLE COMPRESSION FABRIC
Sidebands made from Thunderbike 
Power compression fabric

ENHANCED COMFORT
Butterfly cut braes and advanced C3W 
chamois for total protection
and lightness

NON-CONSTRICTIVE
Honeycomb silicon  for gentle grip at 
the bottom of the legs
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EVERYDAY COMFORT

Take comfort to the next level

Once you’ve experienced Santini comfort, you’ve experienced the way cycling should be. A joy. Santini 
everyday collection garments for women are made to be use anytime, anywhere and will survive 
hundreds of washing cycles and thousands of kilometres on the bike. Take your cycling to a new level 
of comfort and performance.
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RS

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL 

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

NT RO AC

+18/+35SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

NE

NT+18/+35

CAM LOCK ZIP

UPF +30

SLIM
FIT

Get with the fi t

BRIO JERSEY
CODE: FS 954 75 BRIO

LIGHWEIGHT CONSTRUCTION
Made from our innovative and 
breathable Sambuca fabric

BREATHABILITY 
Artico fresh fabric on the sides
for added breathability

TOTAL UV PROTECTION
Shielding from UVA and UVB rays

Inventive protection coupled with the best fi t. Made from our innovative and breathable Sambuca fabric, the Wave jersey is soft and lightweight. The fabric uses a two colour 
yarn featuring all the colour combinations of the Lizzie x Santini collection. Offers protection from UVA and UVB rays, perfect for those long summer rides. Artico fabric on 
the sides of your body to provide with maximum comfort and freedom of movement. Finished with a triple back pocket so you can take what you need with you. Includes 
refl ective piping on the back for maximum visibility on the road in the dark. Grase Lizzie’s favourite everyday riding jersey

Stylish adaptability

ALBA SHORTS
CODE: SP 62 PRO ALBA

The perfect match to any jersey, the Alba shorts are anatomically cut and made of Thunderbike Power fabric - a highly elastic material with excellent compression qualities to 
reduce muscle strain. Anti-sliding elasticated leg grippers keep the bib-shorts in place and refl ective labels offer safer riding in the dark. The GILevo chamois with a silicone 
gel core provides comfort even after long hours on the bike.

REDUCE MUSCLE STRAIN
Made from the renowned Thunderbike 
Power compression fabbric

LONG LASTING COMFORT
New female specifi c eMAX chamois, great 
for both indoro and outdoor activities

ANTI-SLIDING
Elasticated leg grippers keep the big-shorts 
in place
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SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL

The ultimate vest to stow in your back pocket just in case. Race fit  in windproof Scudo fabric. Offers protection and warmth when the temperature drops or the wind picks 
up. Extremely lightweight, it can be easily folded inside its own zipped back pocket. Can be conveniently carried and worn when the conditions merit an extra layer. A highly 
reflective Santini logo on the back ensure you’ll be seen on the road. Recommended by Lizzie to use when decending to protect your core from the wind.

In-pocket protection

SCUDO VEST
CODE: W9 542L 75 SCUDO

WIND AND WATERPROOF
Perfect to protect you from the wind

POCKETABLE
It can be easily folded into its own zipeed 
back pocket

RECCOMMENDED BY A WORLD CHAMPION
Recommended by Lizzie Deignan anytime 
you need an extra layer to protect you from 
the wind 

WIND RESISTANCE

RAIN RESISTANCE

AERODYNAMICS

BREATHABILITY

NIGHTTIME VISIBILITY

+10/+25

CAM LOCK ZIP

SLIM
FIT
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SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL 

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

SIZE
XXS | XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL 

ELASTICITY

BREATHABILITY

UV PROTECTION

ANTI-SHOCK PROTECTION

AERODYNAMICS

NT NT

+18/+35

CAM LOCK ZIP

CLASSIC
FIT

Engineered comfort

RITMO SHORTS
CODE: S9 62 GIL RITMOCODE: S9 954 75 RITMO

Supreme summer style

RITMO JERSEY

Perfect  to match the Giada jersey, with Lizzie’s peacock pattern on the thighs.  These shorts are made of Thunderbike Power, elastic and compact with a light compression, 
which reduces muscle stress. Experience supreme comfort and protection with the GIL2 chamois with gel core which constantly absorbs shocks. The anti-slip elastic gripper 
at the thighs keep the shorts in place without constriction. Complete with a practical back pocket for added convenience.

Giada is a great summer jersey with a classic cut that fi ts perfectly the curves of all women. Suitable for hot summer days, it is made of Energy Microsense fabric, lightweight 
and breathable. Elastic with inner silicone at the waist to keep the jersey in position while pedaling. Featuring refl ective piping over the triple back pocket for maximum 
safety while riding in the dark. Finished with a stylish reverse coil full length zipper.  Eye-catching design with a peacock eye pattern, theme of the Lizzie x Santini collection,  
on front and back.

PERFECT FIT
High performance cut with inner 
silicone at the waist

LIGHTWEIGHT AND BREATHABLE
Energy Microsense fabric

SAFETY IN THE DARK
Refl ective piping on the back 
pockets

REDUCES MUSCLE STRAIN
Made from renowned Thunderbike 
Power compression fabric

LONG LASTING COMFORT
GILevo chamois with a silicone gel 
core stays comfortable even after long 
hours riding

ANTI-SLIDING
Elasticated leg grippers keep
the bib-shorts in place
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S S 19 ACCESSORIES

We design for the most demanding riders on the planet. They 
judge our clothing based on fit, performance, comfort and 
durability. The fabric is the critical component that gives us the 
edge. We source and develop fabrics and fibres with specific 
qualities, such as breathability or insulation, and combine 
them in advanced ways to enhance their performance. We 
use special coatings and treatments to create garments 
that perform at the highest level in a range of climates and 
conditions. Our aim is to provide every rider with the same 
features and benefits we give our professional teams.

Performance without limitation.

INDEX

69 Headwear and gloves

70 Socks
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+18/+35

+18/+35

+18/+35

CODE: S9 460 NET TONO

TONO CAP

Summer cycling cap with central mesh insert to keep you from overheating 
in very hot weather conditions. Can be worn alone or under a helmet. Perfect 
to match your Tono kit or any product of the collection.

SIZE
ONE SIZE

AZ

AZ

RS BR BA

CODE: S9 722 COT VOLO

VOLO HEADBAND

Some instant relief when the sweat starts to fl ow. Elastic cotton sweatband 
designed for use when riding on the hottest days or indoors on the trainer. 
Durable fabric, a performer from 1 to 100 washes. Available in a variety of 
colours to match any collection kit!

SIZE
ONE SIZE

ACBA

BA

RS BR

CODE: S9 367 NET TONO

TONO GLOVES

Extra light summer gloves with a shock-absorbing gel padding for comfort 
during long rides or races. Back in Spider micromesh, breathable and light 
with anti-sliding palm made in suede and padded terry thumb. Perfect to 
match your Tono kit or any product of the collection.

CODE: S9 460 COT SOFFI

SOFFIO CAP

Cotton cycling cap providing reliable protection from the sun. Can be worn 
alone or under a helmet. Available in a variety of colours with unique Soffi o 
design to match any collection kit!

SIZE
ONE SIZE

BI BR NTVE

+18/+35

+18/+35+18/+35

CODE: S9 367 CL+ REDUX

REDUX GLOVES

Totally new high cuff design engineered for maximum aero performance, 
extremely light and breathable. Anti-slip and anti-abrasion palm, back with 
breathable elastic mesh inserts, padded terry thumb.
It fi ts higher on the wrist.

SIZE
S - M - L - XL - XXL

SIZE
S - M - L - XL - XXL

NE BR

BR

AF

AF

CODE: S9 367 CL SOFFI

SOFFIO GLOVES

Back panel made of Lycra Sprinter with Soffi o design.
Antisliding and anti-shock palm made with suede and padded terry thumb. 

SIZE
S - M - L - XL - XXL

BI BR NTVE

CUSTOMIZABLE

CUSTOMIZABLE

CUSTOMIZABLE

CUSTOMIZABLE

CUSTOMIZABLE

VE

SHOCK
ABSORBER

SHOCK
ABSORBER

SHOCK
ABSORBER



+18/+35

+18/+35

+18/+35

+18/+35

CODE: S9 652 LO REDUX

CODE: S9 655 PR SOFFI

REDUX SOCKS

SOFFIO SOCKS

Redux aerodynamic profi le socks. The lower section is made of Coolmax, 
fabric that offers optimal moisture management. The cuff is made of high 
performance Lycra Monica with an anti-sliding grip.

Extremely light summer socks in Nylon and cotton with printed Soffi o design. 
Incredibly transpiring and light, ideal for very hot temperatures.

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

SIZE
XS | S - M | L - XL | XXL

AZ

AC

BR

BR

BR

CODE: SP 655 PR 99

CODE: S9 655 PR RITMO

PR 99 SOCKS

RITMO SOCKS

Extremely light summer socks in Nylon and cotton with printed 99 design. 
Incredibly transpiring and light, ideal for very hot temperatures.

Extremely light summer socks in Nylon and cotton with printed Giada Peacock 
design. Incredibly transpiring and light, ideal for very hot temperatures.

NE AF NE

BI

NT

NT NT

VE

VE RS
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HIGH PROFILE MEDIUM PROFILE

MEDIUM PROFILEMEDIUM PROFILE

CUSTOMIZABLECUSTOMIZABLE

CUSTOMIZABLECUSTOMIZABLE



TECHNICAL FEATURES 
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ANTI –SCRATCH
Impact fabric made by Sitip is a truly innovative fabric that features the Dyneema thread made specifically to provide protection 
from cuts when coming in contact with the asphalt. Impact combines optimal abrasion resistance with comfort.

ZIP CAM-LOCK
All the zippers we employ feature a cam lock zip closure. This technology protects you from pulling down your zipper 
inadvertently. When the pull is down it locks the zipper in place, to open the zipper simply raise the pull and unzip (or zip).

MUSCLE COMPRESSION
Many of our garment’s fabrics offer a gradual compression that helps muscle recovery by facilitating the passage of oxygen 
into the blood of the legs and thus increasing muscle stability and improving pedaling efficiency.

FAST DRY
All our garments have a high level of ventilation because it is extremely important to grant the highest breathability level during 
the ride. All our fabrics helps to keep you dry during your trainings and races in every weather condition.

UV PROTECTION
Most of the fabrics we use for our summer garments have a high UVA/UVB (UPF 50+) resistance to protect your skin while 
ensuring comfort and breathability.

We design for the most demanding riders on the planet. They judge our clothing 
based on fit, performance, comfort and durability. The fabric is the critical 
component that gives us the edge. We source and develop fabrics and fibres 
with specific qualities, such as breathability or insulation, and combine them 
in advanced ways to enhance their performance. We use special coatings 
and treatments to create garments that perform at the highest level in a range 
of climates and conditions. Our aim is to provide every rider  with the same 
features and benefits we give our professional teams. Performance without 
limitation.
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PADDINGS
Each and every Santini padding is designed and engineered in Italy and are 
the result of extensive studies and testing carried out with our pro athletes. Our 
range includes men, women, kids and triathlon specific paddings, all designed 
to guarantee unrivaled fit and maximum protection over medium and long 
distances.

C3 is an endurance high performance chamois, ideal for long hours in the saddle. 
The C3 chamois is constructed by using an innovative process called Carving. This special technique allows 
the pad maximum shock protection, incredible lightness, breathability, and perfect fit because it adheres better 
to the body allowing freedom of movement. The Rooted Gel located in the ischium (sit bones) area allows for 
neutralization of vibration when the pad is under stress. 

NAT is a chamois dedicated for those seeking maximum protection, but with a reduced thickness NAT is one 
of our most popular paddings and has been completely updated for even better performance. NAT is made 
by assembling layers of multi density foam enclose the refreshing NEXT gel core that offers incredible shock 
protection. The materials are perforated for maximum breathability during even the hottest days.

GITevo is our most versatile gel core chamois. All-round comfort for all types of riding.
GITevo is the technological evolution of the original GIT chamois with Twist Gel silicone core that absorbs shock 
steadily and gradually. GITevo offers added performance with it’s new carved construction process that is able to 
create thicknesses without seams and stitching, reducing the weight and increasing the softness of the padding. 

C3

NAT

GIT EVO

10 mm (foam)
3mm (coat)

85 kg/m3

GEL

GEL

12 mm (foam)
3mm (coat)

80 kg/m3

3 mm (foam)
10mm (coat)

80 kg/m3

GEL

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h
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8mm (foam)
4mm (coat)

90 kg/m3

EMAX

GIL EVO

WMAX

C3W

10mm (foam)
3mm (coat)

85 kg/m3

GEL

3mm (foam)
10mm (coat)

80 kg/m3

GEL

4mm (foam)
8mm (coat)

90 kg/m3RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RIDE DURATION
1h 3h 5h 7h2h 4h 6h 8h

RO

POWDER 
PINK

RS

RED

VE

GREEN

AC

ACQUA
BLUE

BI

WHITE

NE

BLACK

NT

NAUTICA 
BLUE

AZ

LIGHT
BLUE

GR

GREY

AF

FLASHY
ORANGE

BR

BORDEAUX

BA

AIRY
BLUE

RANGE
TEMPERATURE

+5/+18

ELASTIC BREATHABLE THERMAL 
BALANCE

SHOCK
ABSORBER

MEDIUM PROFILE HIGH PROFILE

16 cm 20 cm

CUSTOMIZABLE

NOTE: For technical or commercial reasons, Santini reserve the right to make changes at any time to the design and features of the garments in this catalogue.
Due to the limitations of print media the actual colours of garments and products in this catalogue can in some cases differ slightly in reality

COLORS

SOCKS ICONS

MEDIUM
Medium profi le on 
the ankle.

HIGH
High profi le on the calf, for 
extra coverage and a pro look.

eMAX is the everyday chamois perfect for medium distances and indoor activities.
Emax is the evolution of our long running Coolmax padding but better, thanks to the improved ergonomic 
construction. The anatomical shape and the perforated foam layer with varying densities make this pad ideal for 
all types of indoor activities and for medium distances. Minimal and essential design.

GILevo is a feminine chamois with an extremely versatile gel heart. All-round comfort for any type of cycling 
activity. Extremely high performance chamois thanks to the innovative Carving process that is able to create 
thicknesses without the need for seams or glue. The carving process reduces weight while increasing the 
softness, elasticity and breathability of the pad.

WMAX is the essential woman’s chamois, perfect for medium distances and indoor activities.
The anatomical shape and the perforated foam layer with varying densities make this chamois ideal for all types 
of indoor activities and for medium distances. No seams come in contact with the skin for extreme comfort and 
to prevent irritation. Minimal and essential design.

C3W is our high performance endurance chamois, designed specifi cally for women and ideal for long hours in 
the saddle C3W is built through a new process called Carving Technology. This special technique allows the pad 
maximum shock protection, incredible lightness, breathability, and perfect fi t because it adheres better to the 
female shape of the body allowing freedom of movement. Two gel inserts positioned in the support of the bones 
of the ischium (sit bones) allow neutralization of vibrations when the pad is under stress.

ICONS

GENERAL INFO
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AERO-LIGHT RANGE ELITE RANGE EVERYDAY-COMFORT RANGE

This guide is intended to assist in 
choosing the most appropriate 
fi t. For jerseys with SLEEK FIT 
we recommend choosing one 
or two sizes larger since they 
are designed with an extremely 
aerodynamic cut. For more 
information on sizing and fi t 
please visit our site 
www.santinisms.it

SIZE CHART Size charts are intended to be guidelines only. Fit may be dependent on your personal preference, body type and structure.

SLEEK
FIT

SLIM
FIT

CLASSIC
FIT
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HERE ARE THE NUMBERS:

1000 km touring around the spectacular Gran Canaria. 70 
hours of photo shoots resulting in 22,000 pictures. 240
coffees fuelled the rides. Plus 180 glasses of fruit juice. 5kg

of mandarin oranges. 2kg of nuts devoured in the tropical 
paradise. 30 dives into the sparkling coastal waters. And 6
punctures for pause and refl ection.

#SANTINICYCLINGWEAR
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